WITH ROOTS IN THE COMMERCIAL POOL INDUSTRY
ADG WAS FOUNDED OVER HALF-A-CENTURY
AGO IN ALBANY, NY.

A TEAM OF MORE THAN 125 PROFESSIONALS
COMBINE TO PROVIDE VERTICAL INTEGRATION
ACROSS EVERY STEP OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT.

OVER 75% REPEAT CLIENT BASE PROUDLY
RANGING FROM SMALL FAMILY RUN PARKS TO
LARGE MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATE ENTITIES.

WITH OVER 50 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AND MORE THAN 4,000 PROJECTS ACROSS 6 CONTINENTS, ADG HAS
DESIGNED, ENGINEERED AND CONSTRUCTED MORE THAN 100 INDOOR & OUTDOOR WATERPARKS AND RESORT
WATERFRONTS AND OVER 450 WAVE POOLS AND RIVERS AROUND THE WORLD.
• BE INNOVATIVE IN THOUGHT AND PROCESS

• LISTEN AND LEARN FROM OUR CLIENT’S EXPERIENCE

• BE SMART IN OUR APPROACH

• ALWAYS COMMIT TO EXCEEDING OUR CLIENT’S EXPECTATIONS

• BE INSPIRED TO CREATE
QUALIFICATIONS

OVER 100 PROJECTS INCLUDING
➢ 19 design/build indoor waterparks
➢ 15 full-scope design/build outdoor wtrpks
➢ 28 major waterpark expansions
➢ 9 major waterpark renovations
➢ 10 international waterparks

OVER 4,000 PROJECTS WORLDWIDE
450+ WAVETEK® WAVE SYSTEMS
100+ FLOWRiders® IN NORTH AMERICA
10 INDOOR WATERPARKS USING ETFE® TRANSPARENT ROOFING

PROGRAM ADVISOR ON 7 INDOOR WATERPARKS
focus on adjacent spaces (Lobby, F&B, FEC, Rooms)
– Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark
  – Kartrite Resort
– Kalahari Indoor Waterpark
  – Red Jacket Resort & Indoor Waterpark
  – Massanutten Resort
  – Silver Mountain Resort
  – Six Flags Great Escape Indoor Waterpark

LARGEST INDOOR DESIGN/BUILD
– Single Phased: Aquatopia at 126,000 sf
– Dual Phased: Kalahari, OH at 160,000 sf

LARGEST OUTDOOR DESIGN/BUILD
– Six Flags Great Adventure at 25+ acres

DISTINCTIVE ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN
– SoundWaves at The Gaylord Opryland
– Kartrite Resort & Indoor Waterpark
AWARD WINNING PROJECTS & PRODUCTS

- Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark
- Kartrite Resort & Indoor Waterpark
- Island H2OLive! Waterpark
- H2OBX Waterpark
- WaveTek® Wave Systems
- FlowRider® Surf Ride
- Texlon ETFE® Transparent Roofing System
- Breaker Beach™ Water Ride
- Twin Tides™ Water Ride
- Adventure Lagoon™ Water Ride
- Tidal River™ Water Ride
“When you work with ADG we won’t ask you what kind of ride you want, but rather, what are you looking to achieve?”

- Ken Ellis, CEO
Aquatic Development Group

Thinking beyond the ride...
- Ask Questions
- Challenge Current Thinking
- Explore Non-traditional Options
- Offer Insight
- Anticipate Problems
- Develop Innovative Solutions

Analysis of Operational Implementation
- Construction Details
- Operating Costs
- Schedules & Budgets
- Revenue Generation
- ROI

Creating Smart Solutions for Real Success
- Marketability
- Differentiation
- Mix of Attractions
- Theming & Design
- Park Layout
- Guest Experience
A complete design and execution plan, with costing estimates and timeline for completion, that provides you with a road map to accomplishing your project on-time and on-budget.

- Attraction Mix
- Guest Flow
- Wayfinding
- Landscaping
- Park Design
- Ticketing
- Branding
- F&B Facilities & Operation
- Operational Structures
- Guest Facilities
- Mechanicals
- Parking
A comprehensive set of drawings and documents. Everything you need to ensure your attractions are built to the highest standards, are fully functional, and operational from day one.

- Equipment Submittals
- CAD drawings
- 3D Equipment Modeling
- Fabrication Documents
- Installation Documents
Manufacturing of our products takes place in our plant located at our corporate headquarters in upstate NY and are designed to surpass industry standards and provide the most reliable and longest lasting results available.

- Certified Welding
- Forming
- Punching & drilling
- Machining & Fabrication
- Plumbing
- Electrical Control Panels
- Inventory Supply & Service
- Recirculation & Filtration
- Wave Generation Systems
- Wave Pool Concrete Embeds
- FlowRider Equipment
- Packaging & Logistics
Complete in-house synergies between construction, design, engineering & manufacturing means your project team is fully knowledgeable of all facets of your project and can react in real-time to address any contingencies that arise - keeping your project moving forward on time and on budget.

- Project Management  
- Scheduling Oversight  
- Cost Oversight  
- Cash Flow Charts  
- Inspection Assistance  
- Contractor Coordination  
- Project Status Reports  
- Change Orders
➢ Better Experience
➢ Increased Capacity
➢ Higher Throughput
➢ Lower Build Cost
➢ Lower Operating Cost

The Ideal Park | The Ideal Attraction
"It takes a tremendous amount of commitment and ingenuity to create an exciting water park...on that ADG truly delivers."

KALAHARI RESORTS
Todd Nelson, President & CEO
“ADG’s expertise in creating, designing and building a waterpark that attracts the crowds is second to none! They were there for us during both the hard times and the good times. We have absolutely no regrets working with them and hope to again in the future.”

LAKE WINNEPESAUKAH
Tennyson Dickinson, Owner

“ADG’s concepts take an in-depth approach that goes beyond any other company in the industry... they produce a comprehensive plan that delivers on every level and allows us to get a complete picture of what is truly involved in developing a project.”

PREMIER PARKS, LLC
Kieran Burke, Owner & President

“From the onset, you provided us with a creative concept that fit into our overall scope and touched on all bases, from finding creative ways to tie in the theming and architecture, to incorporating a blend of attractions that achieved our goals.”

HILTON ANATOLE
Brett Krafft, Hotel Manager

“ADG listened to our goals and understood that Massanutten wanted a truly unique year-round amenity using the latest features and technologies that could easily be expanded without having to build a new support space.”

MASSANUTTEN RESORT
Mack Koebig, Director of Operations

“Working collaboratively with our development teams, ADG made the process more streamlined and efficient as they were able to address any potential design concerns before any actual work commenced.”

RYMAN HOSPITALITY PROPERTIES
James Chamblin, VP Design & Const

“I have partnered with ADG for over a decade and we have completed many successful projects together. They look at every aspect involved in a project, from guest experience to operations. Nobody knows waterparks like ADG.”

WILD WAVES
Jody Kneupper, Park President

“ADG’s vision and comprehension of the potential of the park was truly an asset. We’ve seen the exceptional work ADG has done, time and time again, making it an easy choice for Us to pick a designer, builder and construction mgr for our projects.”

PREMIERE PARKS
Hue Eichelberger, COO

“I wanted to take this opportunity to thank-you and your team for designing and building our project in record time. I think what your team did here in 2018 was remarkable. Not only was it completed in an amazing time frame, it looks outstanding.”

ZOOEBEZI BAY
John Gannon, SVP & General Mngr
Island H2O Live!
Kissimmee, Florida (USA)
H2OBX

Outer Banks, NC (USA)
Opryland Soundwaves

Nashville, Tennessee (USA)
Aqua Planet
Pampanga (Philippines)
Aquatopia Indoor Waterpark
Poconos, Pennsylvania (USA)
Wet n Wild
Brampton, Ontario (CAN)
Durado (Puerto Rico)
WATER PARKS and WATER RIDES